Quorum sensing-regulated phenol-soluble modulins limit persister cell populations in Staphylococcus aureus
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Supplementary Fig 7.
Supernatant activity is independent of RNAIII also when derived from a strain 8325-4 background. S. aureus strain Newman persister frequencies obtained when supplemented with 25% stationary phase supernatants from either strain 8325-4 (WT), 8325-4Δagr (Δagr) or WA400 (ΔRNAIII). Persister cells were selected using 20xMIC of ciprofloxacin and all supernatant treatments were compared to the un-supplemented control (TSB). The data represent the mean persister frequencies ± SD calculated from three biological replicates. (***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001).
Supplementary Fig 8.
Supplementary Fig 8. Fractionation and activities. UV 280 nm absorbance diagrams from sizeexclusion chromatography of either molecular weight standard (MW) or concentrated supernatants from S. aureus strain Newman (WT) or Newman Δagr (Δagr). The wild type supernatant gives rise to a characteristic peak of apparent high molecular weight proteins in fractions 4-7 (A). Fractions 4-7 in particular affect the exponential phase persister frequency of S. aureus strain Newman (**P<0.01, ***P<0.001) (B). The majority of the protein content in fractions 4-7 is composed by small (<5kb) peptides when analyzed by reducing SDS-PAGE (C).
Supplementary Fig 9.
Supplementary Fig 9. S. aureus exponential phase persister frequency is not affected by synthetic PSMα3. S. aureus strain Newman was grown exponentially in the presence of either 25% stationary phase supernatant (as a positive control) or different concentrations of synthetic PSMα3 (N-formylated, >95% purity, EMC Microcollections, Germany). Persister cells were selected using 20xMIC of ciprofloxacin and all supernatant treatments were compared to the un-supplemented control (TSB). The data represent the mean persister frequencies ± SD calculated from three biological replicates. (****P<0.0001). Supplementary Fig 10. Relevance of PSMα synthesis on stationary phase persister frequency. Stationary phase persister frequencies of S. aureus strain Newman and derived psmα, psmβ, and psmαβ mutants selected with 100xMIC ciprofloxacin added directly to overnight cultures (A). PSMα-containing supernatant negatively affects stationary phase persister levels in S. aureus strains SA564 (B) and 8325-4 (C) when diluting respective stationary phase cells 1/10 into Newman (WT) or NewmanΔPSMα (ΔPSMα) supernatants. Persister cells were selected using 100xMIC of ciprofloxacin and the data represent the mean persister frequencies ± SD calculated from three biological replicates. (**P<0.01, ***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001).
Supplementary Fig 11.
Supplementary Fig 11. PSMα deficiency leads to high stationary phase persister levels also in S. aureus strain SA564 Persister cells were selected using 100xMIC of ciprofloxacin added directly into stationary phase cultures of either SA564 (WT) or SA564ΔPSMα (ΔPSMα). The data represent the mean persister frequencies ± SD calculated from three biological replicates. (***P<0.001).
